The string measure of the ERP: what does it measure?
The event-related brain potential (ERP) has been investigated extensively inan effort to understand the neurophysiological bases of intelligence. Measures derived from the ERP have been used as indices of intelligence, particularly the string measure of the complexity of the ERP. However, the string measure has been criticised for being non-specific and for being dependent on ERP amplitude. These criticisms were tested by investigating relationships between ERP string measure, ERP amplitude measures, and the ERP power spectrum. It was found that the string measure was non-specific in that it indexes both low and high frequency event-related activity; the string measure is also dependent on ERP amplitude. The string measure is therefore not a valid measure of the ERP. It was concluded that the string measure should be abandoned; human intelligence cannot map in a simple way onto gross measures of scalp-recorded electrocortical activity.